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Solco Building Products are an 
independent specialist provider 
of Structural Waterproofing, Gas 
Protection and Building Chemical 
products for the Construction and 
Civil Engineering Industries.

Solco’s business strategy hinges on providing 
excellent independent and impartial advice and 
support, both in terms of service and technical 
solutions. We strive to continue to work closely 
with our customers to develop the right products 
for the market.

Our Services...

The high demands we set ourselves are also reflected 
in our relationships with employees, customers and 
suppliers: our dealings at all levels are characterised by 
trust, respect and reliability. Solco supply products that 
meet the following standards:

Solco’s Continuing Professional Development (CPD) seminars are designed 
to provide critical up-to-date information on the latest building regulations and 
guidance affecting those in the construction sector. Presented by our highly 
experienced and qualified technical advisors. We aim to offer key advice and 
support for architects, engineers or specifiers involved in the specification of 
structural waterproofing & gas protection systems in the construction & civil 
engineering industries.

   CPD Seminars

Solco ensure high levels of service and prompt deliveries are achieved. Our 
flexibility ensures lead times are kept to an absolute minimum, which 
enables customers to meet tight deadlines and reduce costs.

Solco provide the highest levels of practical advice from knowledgeable 
technicians who will give you a cost effective fit for purpose designed solution for 
your project.

Onsite support can be provided to ensure the specification is met and the 
products are installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

If preferred we can arrange for an experienced team of installers to undertake 
your work. This can include welded joints for membranes. When Solco products 
are taken with this service we can offer full PI, Guarantees and Warranties 
covering both materials and workmanship.

Many standard installation details are provided in CAD format for download. 
We will also assist in the design of any specialist applications.

We can arrange all recognised forms of integrity testing to liners for Gas 
Membranes, Suds Tanks Liners, Waterproof Membranes, Containment 
Membranes and Pond Liners.

   Service Levels

   Technical Advice

   Site Support

   Installation

   Cad Facilities

   Integrity Testing

email : enquiries@solco.co.uk    Tel: 0808 168 6927
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SOLSHIELD Gas Barrier Membranes offer 
the complete solution for effective protection 
against natural and radioactive gases - 
Radon, Hydrocarbons, Methane & CO2

SOLCO Product Ranges...

CETCO Bentonite Waterproofing system is a 
highly effective membrane designed to prevent the 
passage of water and water vapour. The system is 
complimented with a range of ancillary components 
that provide a complete waterproofing system

Solsheet is a range of self-adhesive sheet 
membranes, which prevent the passage of 
water and water vapour. Sheet membranes 
may be used for basement tanking and damp 
proofing, as well providing a barrier to gases.

Solco supply a range of system components 
such as tapes, protection boards, DPC 
accessories and Radon Accessories that 
complement our Gas and Waterproofing 
Systems.

Soltex is a leading range of moveable joint fillers, 
sealing strips for joints, airtightness, acoustics 
and thermal insulation. We work with architects, 
specifiers, civil engineers and builders to achieve 
the right solution to any structural detail.

A range of BBA Approved, CE Marked High Performance 
and conventional Damp Proof Courses, Cavity Trays, 
Damp Proof Membranes, Insulated & Fire Rated DPC’s 
and Cavity Closers. All combined with a wide range 
of accessories to provide a complete damp proofing 
system.

Solseal is a range of liquid applied waterproofing 
coatings that prevent the passage of water 
and water vapour into the structure, and form a 
seamless fully bonded system. These coatings are 
flexible, durable, abrasion and chemical resistant as 
well as having gas proofing capabilities.

SOLSAFE     -  Environmental Product Range
SOLFORM    -  Formwork Treatment Products
SOLCURE     -  Concrete Surface Treatments
SOLREPAIR  -  Cementitious Repair Products
SOLBOND     -  Adhesive / Admixtures & Cleaning
SOLFIX          -  Resin Anchors
SOLINJECT   - Injection Resins & Accessories

Soldrain structural drainage systems are a 
range of high performance profiled plastic 
drainage systems designed to control water 
entering a structure and for the protection 
of membranes.

Solco has an extensive range of water activated, 
self-expanding seals that use a unique active 
sealing technology. The products expand in 
contact with water to create an active seal to 
combat moisture infiltration.
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Bluebay West & Wales

Unit 51, Portmanmoor Road Industrial,
Estate, Ocean Park, Cardiff, CF24 5HB
        02920 495555          

        02920 491700           

        cardiff@bluebaybp.co.uk

Bluebay London & S.E.

Unit 3, Stadium Ind Est, Cradock Road, 
Luton, Bedfordshire, LU4 0JF 

        01582 594007          

        01582 594009           

        london@bluebaybp.co.uk

Bluebay North West & E. Midlands

Unit 2A & 2B, New Cut Lane Ind Est,
Warrington, WA1 4AG
        01925 875588          

        01925 819559            

        warrington@bluebaybp.co.uk

Bluebay North & Scotland

Unit 16G, Follingsby Park, Gateshead, 
Tyne and Wear, NE10 8YF
        0191 416 6572          

        0191 416 8614           

        gateshead@bluebaybp.co.uk

SOLCO is stocked by 
your local Bluebay branch
National Distributors of 
Construction Accessories

Bluebay Thames Valley

Unit 26A, Ganton Way, Techno Trading 
Estate, Swindon, Wilts, SN2 8EZ
        01793 512299         

        01793 535888           

        swindon@bluebaybp.co.uk

Solco Building Products, Unit 51, Portmanmoor Rd Ind Est, Ocean Park, Cardiff CF24 5HB
Tel: 0808 168 6927   email: enquiries@solco.co.uk   web: www.solco.co.uk


